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TO FIND MASHAMS
The house is open by appointment. Visits by groups - an ideal maximum is 24 - can be
arranged by letter or telephone (address and number below).
Mashams is the thatched cottage on the western corner of Faggotters Lane which has a
signpost to Carters Green and Matching Tye.
Two recommended routes are shown on the map one from Harlow (dashes) and one from
the Ml I, Junction 7 (dotted).

Mashams Trust, Mashams, High Layer, Ongar, Essex, CM5 ODZ
Telephone: 01277 890242
Registered Charity No: 1015099
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INTRODUCTION

Mashams is a remarkable fourteenth century timber-framed hail house. It has been the
home of Derek Shuttleworth for over 70 years. In 1992, its ownership was transferred to a
Charitable Trust so that the building and garden might always be used as an educational
resource for children, and be preserved as an example of this rare type of building.
In this booklet, the building, its construction and use are explained by Anne Padfield, an
expert on timber-framed buildings in Essex. Derek Shuttleworth tells us something of his
life during the seven decades he has known Mashams. This is followed by James Collins’
account of the changes that have affected the surrounding farming community. James is a
local farmer. The colourful history of the area is covered by Patrick Streeter’s account of
Otes Manor, the last home of the philosopher, John Locke, who is buried in High Laver
Churchyard. Patrick is Chairman of the Lavers Local History Society.
It is hoped you will find these accounts of interest.

Ken Hoy, MBE
Chairman
Mashams Trust
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MASHAMS: A DESCRIPTION OF THE BUILDING
Anne Padfield

Mashams was built some time between 1375 and 1450, and when first built is
believed to have looked like this

An architect who specialises in vernacular architecture (i.e. buildings which have been
designed and constructed by local craftsmen using local materials) would refer to
Mashams as: a timber-framed hail house with a service-end crosswing and an in-line
parlour/solar end.
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Let us take each of these terms and find out what they mean in practice.
Timber-framed
A timber-framed building has its skeleton constructed in timber, usually oak. Oak is
a good material since it is robust and can stand exposed to the elements without too
much deterioration. Other timbers, such as elm, are occasionally used, but tend to
warp and rot when exposed to changing humidity.
Hall House
A house built with an open (i.e. unfloored) hall, usually heated by a fire on an open
hearth rather than with a chimney.
Service end
The area of the house where food and drink were stored and prepared, usually in twin
service rooms called the pantry and the buttery. It is sometimes also called the low end.
Crosswing
A wing set with its roof at right angles to the main hall roof.
In –line
On the same alignment as the main hall roof
Parlour/solar end
Private rooms for family use, including sleeping, sometimes referred to as the high end.
HOW WAS MASHAMS BUILT?
Materials
Mashams was made with oak framing, infilled with wattle-work of cleft oak, daubed with
clay, straw and dung, and finished with lime plaster. It was roofed with straw thatch. By
the 17th century, brick also had been incorporated. All these materials would have been
brought from the nearest possible source, because of the high cost and difficulty of
transport by cart.
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Process of Construction
1. An agreement would have been made between the owner and a local carpenter,
specifying the size, design and cost.
2. The carpenter would select oak trees and coppice-wood from the local woods, and his
men would fell the timber and start work on it straight away. Timber was very rarely left
to season before construction - too much capital tied up for the carpenter, and too long for
the client to wait for his new house! It seasoned and warped after the house was built,
hence the characteristic crookedness of most timber-framed buildings, especially
Mashams.
3. The frame parts were cut in the carpenter’s framing yard and put together flat on the
ground.
4. The joints were marked with coded Roman numerals, known as carpenter marks, and
the frame was taken apart.
5. The timbers were loaded onto carts and taken to the house site, and reassembled using
the coded marks. The sill was laid first, on a low plinth of rubble and mortar, then the
wall frames and finally the roof, which would be thatched as soon as possible to protect
the frame.
6. The timber framing would be infilled with wattle: horizontal battens were wedged
between the uprights, and split oak laths or hazel sticks were lashed vertically onto the
battens with bark honeysuckle stems, lime bast, or any other fibrous material available.
Clay was dug nearby and mixed with chopped straw and dung, and the resulting daub
was applied to the wattle, inside and out. The pond to the north-west of the house may be
the remains of the clay-pit. Daub is not waterproof, so the outside, and perhaps the inside,
would be finished with a thin coat of lime plaster.
The whole process would take a few months, depending upon the weather and the size of
the workforce. The most time-consuming work was felling, carting, and cutting the
timber to shape. The actual erection and assembly of the frame on site was surprisingly
quick: it might take four or five men a couple of days. Thatching might take a week or
two, but cutting and collecting the straw took just as long.
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Daubing was slow work lasting several weeks. The builder might start in May and would
hope to finish before winter set in.
The plan below shows the original layout of Mashams.

Ground Floor Plan
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WHAT WENT ON IN EACH ROOM WHEN MASHAMS WAS FIRST BUILT?
The Cross-Entry or Cross-Passage
Mediaeval houses always had the front and back doors opposite each other. At Mashams,
the doorheads do not quite match: the front has a four-centred arch, but the back is threecentred, perhaps showing the carpenter’s lack of sophistication.
As you entered through the front door (now blocked by a later chimney), the communal
hail area was to your right, and the back door was straight ahead. To your left were two
identical service doors side-by-side, leading into the pantry and buttery. Further on to
your left, by the back door, was another door leading upstairs. These three doors have
now disappeared through alterations, but their location can be plotted by empty mortices
in the framing.
The Service Crosswing
On the ground floor, there was originally a central partition dividing it into two small
rooms, the pantry and buttery. In here would be brewing, baking and dairy equipment,
pots and pans, ale and preserves. A good set of carpenter’s marks can be seen on the
joists, sequenced from Ito Von both sides of the main joist. The front of this wing was
originally jettied, i.e. the upper floor projected over the ground floor. This was very
fashionable throughout the mediaeval period. Later, when jetties went out of vogue, the
front wall on the ground floor was pushed outwards (underbuilt), to bring it flush with the
first floor. The empty mortice for the jetty bracket can still be seen in the joist above the
window.
There have been several other alterations at this end of the house. The original stair
trap at the back was blocked, and a partition built to make a rear passageway. The
original cross-passage partition was removed when the 17th century fireplace was put in,
and stairs were inserted beside the new chimney.
Upstairs was a single larger chamber, used for storage and working (spinning, weaving,
sewing), and perhaps for lesser members of the household to sleep. It might contain a
loom, a bed, horse harness, a bushel or two of malt, and a few cheeses.
The original roof was at right angles to the hail, with a steeply cranked central tiebeam
and simple collar-rafter construction. It was gabled to the front, but later the gable was
removed and the roof flattened back to bring it more or less in line with the hall. Another
alteration was to insert a light partition under the tiebeam, creating two rooms.
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Isometric Drawing of Mashams
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The Hall
The hall was the main living room in the house, used for cooking and eating. It was
originally open to the roof, with no ceiling and no chimney, just an open hearth on the
clay floor. The fire would be constantly burning, for both heating and cooking. The
smoke drifted up to the rafters and out through the thatch.
In the centre of the roof was a crown post (now visible from the middle bedroom),
forming part of the central open truss. This is the only part of the house which was
consciously designed to be decorative. The crown post is octagonal, with four-way archbracing and stepped chamfer stops. (More carpenter’s marks in the shape of overlapping
circles can be seen on the bracing). The crown post sits on a yoked tiebeam with a
chamfered fillet below, which continues down the archbraces and posts. (See Section AA This part of the house has been very much altered by the chimney and ceiling
insertions; it is easier to visualise its original open appearance from John Walker’s
isometric drawing.

Section A-A
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The mediaeval hall had two large windows, front and back: the back one has survived
intact. Originally they had no glass, just wooden shutters on the inside. At the parlour end
of the hall there was a wooden bench fixed to the wall with a trestle table in front and a
short screen to one side to keep draughts from the parlour door. The pattern of pegs and
mortices for the bench and screen can be seen on the east wall. The only other furniture
would have been a couple of benches and stools, a food cupboard and perhaps a chest.
In the 16th century, open hearths went out of fashion and chimneys became common, but
not everyone could afford the huge number of expensive bricks needed for a large
inglenook fireplace and stack. To economise, the occupier of Mashams built a timberframed chimney or smoke hood, which was much cheaper. This had a hearth and back of
brick, but the rest was of rather poor timber, wattle and daub (A –A1) The hood can be
seen sloping behind the crown post in the middle bedroom, though the last three timbers
on the right are later infill. As time went on and bricks became cheaper, the fireplace was
lined with brick up to mantel beam level and, later still, a complete brick flue was built up
inside the timber-framed chimney.
At some point in the 17th century, a floor was inserted into the hall, dividing it
horizontally and creating an upper room. The insertion is best seen from outside, through
the large hall window at the back.

The Parlour
In mediaeval times, the parlour was a private ground floor room with better quality
furniture and furnishings. It was used for receiving guests, for eating in private and
sometimes for sleeping. It might contain chairs (as opposed to benches or stools), a small
table and the best tableware.
Because Mashams was a modest house, the parlour is not very large or grand. The
doorhead is not even shaped, let alone carved, and the joists are plain. The unglazed
window in the back wall has a rebate above it which was made into a shutter groove by
the addition of a board nailed to the girt: another sign of economy. Later stairs have been
built into the original stair trap. There are carpenter’s marks on the joists, though they
may be obscured by furniture.

The Solar or Par/our Chamber
The solar was a private room on the upper floor. It was often the best bedroom and may
have contained a four-poster or half-tester bed with hangings and a truckle bed
underneath. The linen chest would be in here, as would any valuables.
The end wall has an interrupted tiebeam with a half hip above, with purlins
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supporting the rafters. This arrangement provides headroom and a window position, and a
strong roof construction. The interruption of the tiebeam is not structurally necessary, and
is quite likely to be decorative.
In the front wallplate is an edge-halved and bridled scarf joint. From Cecil Hewett’s
research, it is known that this joint was used from c. 1375 to C. 1550. Other carpentry
features joist joints, crown post, arch-bracing) suggest the house was built earlier rather
than later in this date range.

Later History
Many of the structural alterations have already been described. At some time, probably in
the 19th century, the house was divided into two cottages and remained so until the
1920s. By then, it was clad in weatherboarding, which was later stripped off. A 20th
century extension was added to the west, but otherwise it has remained largely unaltered
for the last seventy years.

(Thanks to Kieran Costello for his contribution to this article)
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MASHAMS: ITS MOST RECENT OWNERS
Derek Shuttleworth

In 1925, my mother, after much searching, discovered this old cottage, fell in love with it
and bought it for £360, almost her total savings.
It was weatherboarded on three sides and, except for a few timbered panels at the east
end, noggined on the north side. Inside, the fireplaces had been bricked up and ranges
inserted for cooking and heating. Many of the beams had been papered over or painted.
Modern facilities were non-existent, water came from a pump and borehole which dried
up every summer and necessitated a trip with a water cart down the hill to a spring at the
side of the road. Lavatory accommodation was three adjacent, wet and draughty earth
closets at alarming angles along the ditch fifty yards away to the north.
I was fifteen when my mother bought the house, and I remember coming home on
holiday, looking through the window and seeing a fire blazing away. The kitchen ranges
and surrounding walls had been removed. As money gradually became available, the
weatherboarding came off to reveal walls in a dilapidated condition; later still, a
bathroom and lavatory were built.
At the end of the house by the pond, the horizontal ground beams had rotted. They had
been bone dry in the summer and, when the pond overflowed, under water in the winter.
Even oak does not survive this treatment, and severe subsidence had occurred. The new
bathroom and toilet had foundations which prevented more subsidence, as did the filling
in of the adjacent end of the pond with earth from the kitchen floor. Now it was possible
to walk upright.
The size of the garden in 1925 was one acre, two roods, and twenty-eight perches. There
were four large apple trees, each about forty years old, directly in front of the house - two
Blenheim oranges, one Russet, and a cooker of unknown name which produced
enormous apples, from which were made delicious pies. Also to be found in the garden
were some ancient bullaces (a small damson), a few moss roses of which one remains,
and six large ant hills on the rough ground to the east of the house.
We had moved from a very large house in Hertfordshire, now a mental hospital,
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Front

Back
Mashams when the Shuttleworths first arrived, 1925
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where my mother had been a private secretary. There the lake, the ponds, the wood, the
sunken garden, Italian garden, ha-ha, had been my solitary playground. They had given
me ideas beyond my station and at first I found the small garden restrictive. My mother
was patient and allowed me a free hand with this; the new sunken garden filled with
water, the rockery was a disaster, a hedge of rhododenrons died, and gradually, discretion
and a sense of proportion gained the upper hand, almost. Twenty fruit trees, where the ant
hills had been, grew and grew and, without pruning during the war, grew into each other,
stopped bearing fruit, and are no more. The old apple trees in front of the house had
grown, obscured the view and light, stopped bearing fruit, and were removed.
During the Second World War, I was away and my mother dug for victory, kept hens and
manned Mashams as the Air Raid Wardens’ Post. She also had a succession of evacuees
living here. She had given up commuting to London, and after the war, taught at St
Nicholas Private Primary School in nearby Churchgate Street, where she became a close
friend of the Headmistress, Miss Horsey. There, she had particular responsibility for slow
developers, with whom her patience paid off.
Gradually the garden took on its present shape. A beech hedge grew at the back to break
the north winds. Along the road, a natural multi-shrub hedge and a hawthorn hedge were
planted by my mother, whilst along Faggotters Lane, a spindly hedge was layered and,
above it, a yew hedge planted. Inside, the rhododendrons had been replaced by yews, and
gradually they had been extended in a circle to form a secret garden. The catalpa
bignoroides were planted as a result of an ecstatic write up in the Observer by Victoria
Sackville West. The Gingko and other trees and shrubs were acquired because I had seen
them in other people’s gardens. There was no particular plan.
In the years since 1925, 1 have been a schoolboy at Aldenham School; an undergraduate
at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge; and a trainee with the Gas, Light and Coke
Company where, after seven years, I was found to be wanting in business acumen.
During those unsatisfactory years, I found welcome compensation by running my old
school’s Mission and Boys’ Club in Kentish Town. As a result, I met Basil Henriques,
Warden of the Bernhard Baron Settlement and Chairman of the Toynbee Hall Juvenile
Court. He suggested I should apply for training as a probation officer. After six months
training based at Morley College, I was appointed to the Toynbee Hall Juvenile Court in
1938. A year later the war started and I was called up, along with thousands of other
twenty-eight and twenty-nine year olds. I found it difficult to shout at people, the sine qua
non for promotion, but eventually became a Lance Bombardier in the Z Batteries, whose
ancient guns were nicknamed “the coal scuttles”. Then I joined an Officer Cadet Training
Unit, and my first posting was as
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The Interior of Mashams
One of three flights of stairs viewed from the second parlour
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Second Lieutenant to the 20th Bn Royal Fusiliers, to Hampshire. The Isle of Wight, and
Allahabad and Budni in India followed. From there, I joined the Chindits, 2nd Bn Yorks.
and Lancs., spent five uncomfortable months in Burma during the monsoon seeking the
Japanese, came out to rest in Mysore, then to Calcutta as part of the garrison battalion.
There I became Welfare Officer, Education Officer and Adjutant; lastly, before
demobilisation, rising to the giddy heights of Major and Company Commander.
Once home, I returned to the inner London Probation Service and my former love,
Toynbee Hall Juvenile Court, from which I was compulsorily moved to the other side of
London. Because I had read Modern Languages (French and German), and History at
Cambridge, I volunteered and was seconded to the Education Branch (Youth Section) of
B.A.O.R., stationed in Düsseldorf. Principally, my job was to interest the Germans in our
form of probation. I started youth clubs free of any denomination, and also special camps
where the greater freedom was a positive help to those from their rigid school system.
Throughout I had the utmost co-operation from the German authorities and the Home
Office.
After two and a quarter years, I returned to East London Juvenile Court. The Social
Services took over work with juveniles, and we transferred to Old Street Magistrates’
Court, where I stayed until my retirement in 1975.
During all this time, my house had provided a wonderful solace. I was working and living
in London during the week and working hard in the garden at home at weekends, when I
was fed like a starving lord by my mother, and sent back to London with a hamper of
food to keep me going.
During my retirement, which now, 1997, has lasted for over twenty years, I have
continued to garden and been involved with the local Youth Club and Senior Citizens’
Club (The Good Companions), and with the Horticultural Society. When I was seventy, I
began to consider how to dispose of Mashams. After years of negotiations with the
Passmore Edwards Museum in Newham, they withdrew from the agreement we had
made with them, and the Mashams Trust was formed to preserve the building, and to
provide an educational resource for parties of school children and for interested adult
groups. In October 1992, we became a registered charity.
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FARMING IN THE LAVERS SINCE 1925
Seventy years of rural change
James Collins

Mashams, the Layers and Essex all stand firmly on clay. Moisture retention would be the
key quality of this soil, good for growing plants in dry summers, good for digging ponds,
moats and reservoirs; unfortunately, also capable of displaying the characteristics of
concrete in dry conditions and a bog in the wet and capable of breaking the hearts of
gardeners and farmers alike if not worked with sympathy and understanding.
For most of the history of the Layers, it was upon this soil that the livelihoods of the
population depended, as farmers, farm workers, blacksmiths and the like. By 1925, the
English dream of country life was already drawing London based commuters to the
bigger houses, but nine out of ten people still lived and worked in the Layers or
surrounding villages. Very few had cars, so work had to be within walking distance of
home. The villages (i.e. Matching and Moreton) sported general stores, bakers, post
offices, pubs, doctors and garages, all to serve the needs of the local population.
On the farms, up to fifty people might be employed to one extent or another, tending to
cows, pigs, sheep and chickens, working in the fields with heavy horses, or hand picking
and weeding crops. Many of the farmers themselves had only recently come into the area.
Farming had been going through one of its periodic depressions since the end of the last
century, and the more gentlemanly, native farmers who had specialised in arable crops
had succumbed to the financial strain. In their place, more earnest livestock farmers had
come in from Scotland and the West Country, often bringing their cows and sheep on the
train with them. In the end, it was to be cows that were the salvation of the area, the
nearby dairies of London providing a good demand for their produce.
Everything changed with the outbreak of war in 1939. The German submarine blockade
meant almost no food could be imported, and everything we ate had to be homegrown.
Every possible acre was ploughed up to produce wheat, barley, and especially vegetables,
which provided the most nutrition per acre. The younger men
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Harry Graves, pictured in the 1920’s, an agricultural worker who lived in the
cottage next to Mashams. He boasted that he only had two hours’ education
in his life and that was a mistake as the teacher kept him in one day
when he called to pick up his sister
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had to join the Forces, so the work was left to a mixture of old men, boys, the land army
girls (girls who lived and worked on the farms), and the German and Italian prisoners of
war, all considerably livening up the area, to which was added a US airbase at Matching.
The war ended, but whilst the U-Boats were gone, Britain had been bankrupted by its
efforts and now there was no money to buy imported food. Thus farming remained at the
top of the agenda. Farmers were encouraged to produce more and more. Tractors and
machinery replaced horses and men. Grants were paid out to remove hedges and drain
wet land, increasing productivity, but for ever changing the landscape.
By the early eighties, the situation had totally reversed, food was freely available and the
problem was how to deal with grain mountains, milk lakes and the rest. In the Layers,
livestock fell away as better communications made milk from the dairy heartlands of the
West and North accessible to London. On the local farms, better prices for arable crops
and the mixture of chalk in the clayey soils, combined to create high quality produce for
Sainsbury and Tesco. Efforts to reduce surplus production have resulted in fields left bare
as farmers are paid to leave a proportion of their land uncropped.
Surprisingly, the mid-nineties see virtually the same number of operating farm holdings
in the Layers as seventy years ago. The population has also remained static. However,
then nine out of ten were involved in agriculture; now the figure would be one in ten.
Ever bigger and more efficient machinery and more simplified cropping mean that one
man can do, in a degree of comfort, what ten did breaking their backs. Most of the
inhabitants of the pretty cottages and houses now work outside the Layers in London,
Epping, Harlow and so on, but the fact that they choose to live here shows an attachment
to and interest in the countryside.
Farming remains a principal source of local employment and for ninety per cent of the
population who are not directly involved, the preservation and enhancement of the
countryside around their homes are important.
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OTES MANOR:
ITS HISTORY AND OCCUPANTS
Patrick Streeter

High Layer is an unspoilt village on the edge of the Roding Valley and only a quarter of
an hour’s drive from the end of the underground at Epping. One can take the public
footpath from Matching Tye to Faggotters Farm and, unless forewarned, be unaware that
one is passing the site of a house whose history is one of the most interesting in Essex. It
was here, at Otes Manor, that the philosopher, John Locke, a founder of British
Liberalism, spent the last thirteen years of his life as the guest of Damaris, Lady Masham.
This lady could claim to be one of England’s first blue stockings. Another Lady Masham,
Abigail, a cousin and rival of Sarah, Duchess of Marlborough, also spent her last years
here after retiring as a courtier to Queen Anne. The most exotic and the saddest resident
of Otes was poor Fortunatus Montagu, the natural son of Edward Wortley Montagu, an
eccentric traveller. Fortunatus died here, at the age of twenty five, in 1 787, and
subsequently the house fell into ruin.
But let us start at the beginning. Otes Manor first appears in official documents around
1280. Early owners went under such names as Emma FitzWalter, Sir Henry de Enfield
and John Otes, the latter giving his name to the property. Later it was owned by a
Crusader, John Battail. He bequeathed it to his two sisters, Margaret and Alice, but his
brothers-in-law quarrelled over their wives’ inheritance and Lady Hereford was called in
to arbitrate. The property then passed into the ownership of, besides others, the Sulyard,
Pykenham and Collins families until it was purchased by William Masham in 1614.
The Mashams came from Yorkshire and they took their name from the village in that
county. William’s father, also William, was an Alderman and Sheriff in the City of
London and he made enough money for his son to become an Essex landed gentleman.
His grandson, another William, became an MP and purchased a baronetcy. It is with the
first Sir William’s grandson, Sir Francis, that we must interest ourselves. He took as his
second wife Damaris Cudworth, the daughter of Dr Ralph Cudworth, the Master of
Christ’s College, Cambridge, and a formidable scholar. She
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grew up in an environment of learning and culture and was tutored by tier fathei so Sir
Francis found himself with a young wife who was one of the most educated and cleverest
women in England. Damaris and Francis were married in 1685 when she was twenty
seven. Three years earlier, she had met John Locke, then aged fifty and, mainly through
correspondence, he taught her divinity and history.

John Locke aged 57 by Herman Vereist
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Locke had returned from exile in Holland in 1690 and had been offered various
ambassadorships by William and Mary’s new government. He turned these down on the
grounds of ill health and accepted a lesser appointment in London. But the London fogs
irritated his weak chest and in 1691 he accepted, at the age of fifty nine, Damaris’
invitation to make Otes, which he had often visited as a guest, his permanent home.
Locke must have been something of a cuckoo in the Masham household, albeit an
interesting and welcome one. 1-Ic took up the best rooms and moved in his own furniture,
paraphernalia and five thousand books. Space would have had to be found for his servant,
Sylvanus, his horse and, at one time, a French secretary. Luckily Sir Francis was an
affable man and there is no evidence that he regretted the intrusion. Locke played with
the children. The only daughter Esther, Sir Francis’ first wife’s child, and Francis,
Damaris’ son and only child, nicknamed Totty and Dab, were his favourites. Locke died
at Otes in 1704. Shortly afterwards Damaris left Otes to live at Bath. One must suspect
there was a very strong bond between them.
Sir Francis died in 1722 and his heir was his only surviving son, Samuel, a child of his
first wife. He became a courtier and MP and married Abigail Hill, the daughter of a
bankrupt merchant who lost his fortune speculating in the British trade with Turkey.
Abigail had obtained a humble position at Court and by strength of personality and by
making herself useful, she supplanted her distant cousin, Sarah Marlborough, and became
Keeper of the Royal Purse and Queen Anne’s favourite. When the Queen died in 1714,
Abigail and Samuel, who had been elevated to the peerage, retired, firstly to Langley in
Buckinghamshire and then in 1722 to Otes, where she died in 1734 and he in 1758.

Abigail, Lady Masham, c.1700
This portrait currently hangs in the British Embass in Paris
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Lord Masham’s heir was his son Samuel, sadly a wastrel, who dissipated an already
diminished family fortune. His only claim to fame was to be a supporter of the notorious
harlot-Duchess, Elizabeth Kingston, while she was being tried for bigamy. He mortgaged
the estates to a land agent and lawyer, Robert Palmer, who took advantage of his
principal’s weakness and in due course became the estate’s owner, allowing Samuel to
live on in the property until he died in 1776, leaving behind unpaid bills for ice cream and
tea.
Robert Palmer was also a lawyer for Edward Wortley Montagu. To say Edward was
eccentric may be an understatement. Many thought him mad and on one occasion, as a
young man, his parents had him locked up in an asylum. After a colourful career spent
variously as a fish porter, soldier, gambler, man about town, MP, bigamist, and Fellow of
the Royal Society, Edward died in Padua.

Edward Wortley Montagu

The year was 1 776. Edward had become a Muslim and left as his heir a black son,
Fortunatus, the child of one of his wives, Ayesha, a Nubian. Robert Palmer was the
guardian of the 14-year-old boy and he discharged his responsibilities by installing him in
the property he now owned, Otes. Fortunatus learned the language of his father but the
damp English climate could not have agreed with him and he died in 1787 aged twenty
five.
23

Otes as a house then went steadily into decline. The estate did not have enough land to
support such a building and Palmer sold up in 1802. Thomas Wright in Historic Essex in
1835 described the house as being completely destroyed. The last barn to survive was
pulled down in 1949.

MATCHING LANDMARK BEING
DISMANTLED
--------------Link with Historic Otes Manor

Otes Manor Barn, dismantled 1949
Picture from the Herts and Essex Observe; Friday, March 11, 1949
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Otes as known to Locke
Fig. 1

Otes by A. Devis, c. 1765
Fig. 2
The original Manor House would have been of mediaeval origin. The house Locke knew
was Tudor, built of red Essex brick, partly gabled, partly battlemented and surrounded by
a moat. Two pictures exist of Otes. The print, Fig. I, shows the building as known to
Locke. The other, Fig. 2, painted by A. Devis around 1765, shows the Georgian addition,
probably built by Samuel Masham and his second wife, Charlotte, the expense of which
would have helped to bankrupt them.
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THE MASHAMS APPEAL

Derek Shuttleworth generously donated his home to the Mashams Trust, a charity, and he
continues to live there and acts as a guide, curator and gardener, and pays for the upkeep.
After his death, funds will be needed to maintain the building and its use for education.
Local people and many others from further afield, together with some grant-making
trusts, have donated to an endowment fund, so showing their faith in this plan to preserve
a part of the heritage of Essex.
The fund has done well, but more money is needed to ensure the Trust’s objectives.
Schools are not charged a fee.
Donations should be sent to:
The Treasurer
The Mashams Trust
Mashams
High Layer
Nr. Ongar
Essex
CM5 ODZ
Visits may be booked through the Hon. Secretary at the same address, telephone:
01277 890242.
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